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• Replace the hand-designed trigger menu with an optimized data-driven trigger
system with minimal run-time cost, without compromising physics coverage
• Interpretable predictive model: for any given event, provides explanation for the
trigger decision; allows for pruning costly ineffective individual algorithm labels
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Figure illustrates the complex trigger system used at LHC experiments, as an example
Figure 2: An “open-box” predictive model that deciphers the trigger menu with automated explanations and an associated cost

model. Our data-driven trigger system interprets the trigger decision for a given event record by (1) learning a mapping from
the physics features (top row) to the labels extracted by the trigger algorithms from the existing trigger menu (middle row),
and (2) generating explanations of the trigger decisions (i.e. to keep or discard) by automatically identifying an efficient set of
trigger algorithms that contribute the most to the decision (bottom row). In the explanation diagram, larger weight implies that
the corresponding label contributes more to the decision.

y make_classification of scikit-learn.
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Cost-Effective Interpretable Model

Given a set of candidate trigger labels from the existing trigger menu and a latency cost for each
trigger label, we seek an optimal subset of labels that make the correct ltering decision with the
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Modeling and Optimal Design of Trigger Menu with Cost-Effective Elastic Net

Figure shows the correlation analysis on the dataset: the
trigger menu are heavily overlapped. This suggests the
potential for these trigger algorithms to be optimized.
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Figure 3: Experimental results on CMS Open Data. We compare our proposed algorithm cost-effective LIME (CE-LIME)

with three baseline approaches, namely LIME with submodular pick (LIME), a sparse regressor via elastic net regression
(Global), and a cost-effective elastic net (CE-Global). Error bars represent standard error over all trials. Figure 3a shows that
the required cost to achieve any accuracy level is the lowest for CE-LIME for most cases, and Figure 3b shows that the cost of
using a certain number of features in the order given by CE-LIME is competitive with the globally trained cost-effective elastic
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to properly quantify the uncertainty of the decisions made by the (data-driven) trigger system. To address this
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problem, we consider a novel problem in active anomaly detection in the presence of multiple labeling oracles
(i.e. trigger algorithms).
In the context of LHC, the trigger algorithms can be viewed as “weak labelers” for detection of events of
interest, as each algorithm is highly specified to detect certain characteristics of incoming physics events. We
therefore formulate the problem studied in this task as Active anomaly detection with an ensemble of weak labelers.
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suggests that the event is interesting; an event is not interesting if none of the trigger algorithms cast the event
as interesting. More concretely, we assume access to a set of n unlabeled data points X = {x , . . . , x } as our
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